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Blue Hour

— to be washed in color of closed eyes descending 
into waters with the disappearing light. 



Blue

The paintings in Dawn to Dusk depict receding, fractured silhouettes 
of trees, horizon lines, and skies, all verging on liquation. Fore-
grounds are withdrawing into the background while backgrounds 
are passing forth. Nile-blue traverses royal blue in violation of the 
single point perspective rules and spills to the bottom front. In other 
moments, verdigris nears dangerously cerulean and midnight blue; 
the colors render null the pictorial depth. 

       

Landscape painting depicts, to state the obvious, natural scenery. If 
there is a general rule to landscapes, it’s that it shall be the view or 
prospect of that which we call natural surroundings. Here, the natural 
UWTTQWPFKPI�KU�TGFWEGF�VQ�ENKRRGF�ƂIWTCVKXG�GNGOGPVU��+PUVGCF�QH�
scenery, the paintings frame cropped landscapes, which means that 
they take in grand scenes and present them as vignettes. 

Goethe writes that “we love to contemplate 
blue not because it advances to us, but 
because it draws us after it.” 
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Behind
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With the Giants II

The artist is in the habit of going out at the hour of day when 
NKIJV�KU�NQY��CPF�VJG�UM[�KU�ƃCOKPI�VQPGU�QH�DNWGU��5JG�VCMGU�
pictures of things she loves, things blue. At these moments 
during her walks, it is easy to lose one’s way and become 
disoriented. At times, things are further than they appear. 
Upon return, the artist uploads the pictures onto her com-
puter. Imagine her sitting on the couch, her gaze moving 
between blue frames, between screen and window. Enlarg-
ing photographic details, she crops the images to elements 
of skies and trees and waters. In search of the delineation 
of elements in space, she hits the limits of the image and 
touches pixels. With hitting pixels, blue, not unlike the 
wave-particle duality paradox, is both a wave and a parti-
cle; or perhaps, blue escapes both. This is where the artist 
begins her work, cropping and altering the image, which she 
then renders in needlepoint. 

In response to Goethe’s remark 
on blue, Maggie Nelson writes: 
“perhaps he is right. But I am not 
interested in longing to live in a 
world in which I already live.” 



Blue in Green

Needlework gained popularity in Victorian nineteenth 
century Britain. There, it was an exclusively female prac-
tice relegated to the domestic sphere. While it has been 
historically perceived as a tedious enforcer of conventional 
(hetero-white-European-middle-class) femininity, needle-
work was also a medium for feminine self-expression, and, 
importantly, it was a means for the production of a female 
URCEG��*QOG��YKVJ�PGGFNGYQTM��GZEGGFGF�VJG�EQPƂPGU�QH�
the patriarchal regime and began to be a space of refuge.

It is worth considering the artist’s needlepoint work 
against this background.

For those who have lost their homes and left their coun-
tries, the intimacy of domesticity and the mother-tongue is 
marked with a temporal lacuna.   

(I love this word, lacuna, like a laguna, it 
is blue. Blue as distances that will not be 
reached, blue as failure which is at the 
bottom of it all.) 



The tree

Broken languages and cut-off homelands create rifts and distanc-
es in the receding inner landscapes. For some, for people like 
myself and the artist, these distances and rifts—impressing upon 
us as foreign, as stateless—are of pleasure, pleasure as acute as 
pain. 

#DUGPV�JQOGU�ENQF�ITKGH��5CFPGUU�EWTFNGU�KPVQ�TCIG��*QOGToU�UGC�
is dark like wine. Color is relational, and indeed, the Greeks had 
only a few words for colors. A thing was like another thing. 

They did not have a word for blue. 

I am trying to dive and hide in your work, Azadeh. I want to be 
washed in the colors of closed eyes descending into waters with 
disappearing light, but around us, bodies are turning into oil and 
the land is burning. It has been the case before our arrival, and it 
will be the case when we evaporate. 

Blue is considered to be a cold color, but 
KV�KU�CNUQ�VJG�JGCTV�QH�VJG�ƃCOG�CPF�KV�YKNN�
burn your skin with frostbite. You will see 
blue before the blinding pain.



Blue Hour
2021
needlepoint merino wool, alpaca wool on canvas mesh
43.5 x 43.5 inches 

Blue
2021
needlepoint merino wool, alpaca wool, and felt on canvas mesh
22.5 x 22.5 inches  

Behind
2022
needlepoint merino wool, and felt on canvas mesh
42 x 42 inches

Twelve12Views 08
2020
needlepoint silk, cotton, and wool on canvas mesh
13.5 x 13.5 inches

	Þ�Ì�i�V>�«wÀi
2022
needlepoint merino wool, felt, and wood on canvas mesh
73.5 x 63 inches

With the Giants II
2020
woven silk, merino wool, wood, and archival inkjet print on cotton
47 x 21 inches

The tree
2022
wool, and wood
27 x 11 x 67 inches

Blue in Green
2019
needlepoint silk, wool, linen, mohair on canvas mesh, mounted on board
37 x 30.5 inches

Twelve12Views 02
2020
needlepoint silk, linen, and merino wool on canvas mesh
13.5 x 13.5 inches

Twelve12Views 10
2020
needlepoint silk, and wool on canvas mesh
13.5 x 13.5 inches
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